Melvin Hanson--1st folder MHS oral history summaries

p 8--dining hall: "I remember one time I left my cap on and one of the waiters come and took it off and laid (it) down beside me."
Erick Olson, 1st folder MHS oral history summaries

--food: "they even had pineapple sandwiches which went over real big." (p. 7)
--onions cut in quarters were popular with the men.
In the longest sentence anyone had heard out of him in ages, .... Yanacca
...the fry cook, who one moment was flipping cheese slices as if dealing cards into a rectangle of omelette eggs, then upending a gallon can of mixed vegetables into a steam bin, then with a flip of his wrist swooping a helping out of the constant mound of hashbrowns simmering on the left side of his grill.